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istorically, most firearm
laws in the United States
have focused on prohibit-

minimum sentences for certain ca-
reer criminals convicted in federal
court of firearm possession.2 This
“armed career criminal” statute
now mandates a minimum 15-year
incarceration for possession of any
firearm by a person with three prior
convictions for violent or drug-traf-
ficking crimes.3 Sentences can
range as high as life imprisonment
if the defendant’s record proves
extensive.4

Some states have created
even more severe sanctions. For

example, California now mandates
a sentence of 25 years to life for any
felony conviction if the defendant
has two previous convictions for se-
rious or violent crimes.5

Such draconian sentences for
the mere possession of a firearm
might, at first glance, seem out of
proportion to the offense and a
waste of public resources. How-
ever, an intensive survey of incar-
cerated felons in 10 states con-
cluded that approximately 20
percent of the subjects surveyed

Reexamining the Importance
of Firearm Investigations
By WILLIAM J. VIZZARD, M.S.

H
ing specific dangerous classes of
persons, especially felons, from re-
ceiving or possessing firearms.
While these laws have advocated
denying these individuals access to
firearms, critics often complain that
the laws have been somewhat inef-
fective in accomplishing this task.1

However, in 1986, firearm vio-
lations took on a new impetus
when Congress mandated 15-year

© K.L. Morrison
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accounted for about 50 percent of
all crimes and most of the violent
crimes reported by the sample.6

This same group of subjects, de-
scribed in the survey as firearm
predators, also reported habitually
acquiring, possessing, and carrying
firearms, which differentiated them
from the majority of other felons.
This subset of criminals apparently
accounts for a significant portion of
serious crime and presumably gen-
erates a significant portion of the
police workload. For example, one
third of active armed robbers in a St.
Louis, Missouri, study reported
having committed 50 or more rob-
beries and over half reported having
committed burglaries, assaults, and
larcenies.7 Thus, time spent devel-
oping a firearm case for court may
prove more productive in terms of
impacting public safety than con-
ducting follow-up investigations on
robberies or assaults.8 Also, besides
improving the quality of inves-
tigation and trial preparation of

opportunistic seizures of firearms
from serious felons, police can ini-
tiate proactive efforts at targeting
specific, high-risk offenders.

RECOGNIZING
TACTICAL ADVANTAGES

Many law enforcement agen-
cies establish career offender units
to arrest and prosecute active vio-
lent offenders. Firearm statutes can
help in such efforts. Offenders
maximize their sensitivity to sur-
veillance and police observation
immediately before, during, and af-
ter criminal activities. Thus, sub-
jects who perennially possess or
carry firearms may prove vulner-
able to arrest and prosecution for
possessing a firearm rather than for
their more substantive crimes. Also,
operations that seek to arrest sus-
pects during, or immediately after,
violent crimes require extensive re-
sources and present a variety of
risks. One of the most difficult
decisions for tactical commanders

remains whether to allow the crime
to take place and risk injury to the
public or act before the crime oc-
curs and risk forgoing prosecution.
However, in cases involving peren-
nial firearm carriers, commanders
can employ firearm laws to help re-
duce both the operational complex-
ity and the physical risk of such
proactive operations.

From a tactical perspective,
firearm violations offer investiga-
tors another advantage. Often, pro-
active enforcement efforts against
career offenders require inside in-
formation from a confidential infor-
mant regarding the details of a
pending crime. Because only a few
individuals know these details,
acting on that information can
compromise the informant’s iden-
tity. Thus, investigators find them-
selves in a moral and professional
dilemma—to act and place the in-
formant at risk or not act and allow a
crime to occur. However, because
they often know about offenders
who usually possess or carry fire-
arms, investigators can use parole
search authority or other means to
make a seizure and arrest, which
will provide little or no evidence
that they had inside information.
Then, when investigators must dis-
close an informant’s existence, as in
a search warrant affidavit, they can
conceal the informant’s identity, if
necessary.

Additionally, investigators can
enhance the probability of obtain-
ing a search warrant if they capital-
ize on certain characteristics of fire-
arms and reasons for their
possession. Unlike many items, the
utility of a firearm, unless it is being
held as a commodity, depends upon
ready availability. Therefore,

“

”

...administrators
should recognize
unlawful firearm
possession as a
serious offense

and assign cases
for...follow-up

investigation....

A retired Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms special agent,
Mr. Vizzard currently is an associate professor of criminal justice
at California State University in Sacramento, California.
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offenders usually keep firearms on
their persons, in their vehicles, or in
their residences.9 Also, because
firearms are durable, offenders gen-
erally retain them for a long time.10

While Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms (ATF) agents and in-
vestigators who specialize in fire-
arm investigations have capitalized
on these characteristics to obtain
search warrants for firearms, other
investigators may not be as aware of
how these characteristics can be
used to expand both the scope and
the duration of probable cause. For
example, if informants observe sus-
pects in possession of firearms on
several occasions but have not had
access to their residences, investi-
gators can draw on their past experi-
ence and logic to explain why prob-
able cause exists for them to believe
that the suspects store the firearms
at their residences. If the purpose of
a firearm is primarily self-defense,
and ample scholarly and experien-
tial evidence supports this assump-
tion for repeat offenders,11 then it
follows that offenders will keep
their weapons nearby. Moreover,
research and investigative experi-
ence support the idea that firearm
possession is a pattern behavior.
When investigators can provide ad-
equate documentation of such a pat-
tern, they may convince a magis-
trate that a “fair probability” exists
that the suspects currently possess
firearms on their persons or in their
vehicles or residences.12

Most experienced investigators
have recognized this pattern of be-
havior in subjects of their investiga-
tions. In fact, most experienced of-
ficers instinctively will search the
area around the bed for weapons
almost immediately upon initiating

a search of a residence. However,
translating this intuitive knowledge
into a written affidavit that someone
without the officer’s specialized
knowledge and experience will un-
derstand remains the challenge.
First, investigators must become
aware of such knowledge and then
document it. By maintaining a

experiences and expertise to inter-
pret the facts in the affidavit.

The broad discretion granted
police officers in firearm searches
illustrates the final tactical advan-
tage of firearm violations. Because
guns present a unique danger,
courts have granted substantial lati-
tude to officers during firearm
searches. For example, in Terry v.
Ohio, the court allowed pat-downs
for weapons without probable
cause.13

MAXIMIZING THE
USE OF FIREARM LAWS

How can officers maximize the
potential utility of firearm laws to
impact career offenders? First, they
must have access to statutes that
impose significant incarceration on
armed career offenders. Federal
statutes apply throughout the coun-
try and both ATF and the majority
of U.S. Attorneys have shown a
willingness to adopt quality cases
for federal prosecution. State stat-
utes, such as California’s three
strikes law, offer a less cumbersome
and potentially more effective alter-
native. Police agencies in states
without effective statutes should
cultivate a close cooperation with
ATF, while working on more effec-
tive state laws. Also, officers should
consider both reactive and proac-
tive strategies when employing fire-
arm laws against career criminals.

Reactive Strategies
At the organizational level, sev-

eral reactive strategies may help to
enhance the use of firearm laws.
First, administrators should recog-
nize unlawful firearm possession as
a serious offense and assign cases
for proper follow-up investigation

“...firearm violations
took on a new
impetus when

Congress mandated
15-year minimum
sentences for...

firearm possession.

”record of past experiences, investi-
gators build a foundation of special-
ized knowledge that they can trans-
late into such statements as:

I have participated in the
service of over 100 search
warrants for firearms and over
200 parole searches. It has
been my experience that
individuals engaged in crim-
inal activity who possess
firearms do so primarily for
personal protection. As a
result, they routinely retain
these firearms in places easily
accessible to them, such as
on their persons, in their
vehicles, and in their places
of residence.

Just as they do during narcotics
and stolen property investigations,
officers can use their personal
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“All officers...should
inquire about

weapons possessed
by known felons

when interviewing
informants or

witnesses.

”

and court preparation. Prosecutions
can fail for such basic oversights as
not checking for prior criminal
records or obtaining proof of prior
convictions. Because officers may
detect armed career offenders in a
wide variety of circumstances, in-
cluding disturbances and individu-
als unlawfully carrying a firearm,
all incidents involving firearms
should include a criminal record
check of the individual in posses-
sion of the firearm. Additionally,
when possible, departments should
form investigative task forces with
ATF, thus increasing expertise and
resources at no cost to the agencies.
Also, police departments can
supplement their own resources by
training parole and probation offic-
ers to alert investigators upon dis-
covering a firearm in the possession
of a career offender. This coopera-
tion allows police officers to re-
spond and initiate a proper follow-
up investigation of the scene and to
interview potential witnesses.

Moreover, proper training of
officers proves critical to maximiz-
ing the use of firearm laws. Patrol
personnel must remember to focus
on the prosecution of these crimi-
nals, as well as their apprehension.
Because new technologies have in-
creased the probability of obtaining
usable latent prints from firearms,
both recruit academies and re-
fresher training programs should
emphasize the proper handling and
packing of all firearms. Managers
should encourage patrol officers to
verify identities and check criminal
records for all individuals found in
possession of firearms. Even when
suspects are not known felons, of-
ficers should inquire about the
circumstances surrounding firearm

informants or witnesses. This pro-
cedure proves most effective when
administrators assign officers the
responsibility of investigating fire-
arm violations and train them in ob-
taining firearm search warrants.

Administrators also can capital-
ize on the unique nature of firearms
to maximize the scope of search au-
thority and overcome problems
with probable cause by training of-
ficers and familiarizing prosecu-
tors and judges with the underly-
ing logic. Assigning responsibility
for firearm investigations also can
facilitate this process by developing
expertise and rewarding continued

focus on the investigation and pros-
ecution of these offenses. Officers
assigned responsibility for firearm
violations should ensure that other
personnel understand the potential
value of proper investigative proce-
dures and apply them to all firearm
cases.

Another proactive strategy in-
volves understanding the unique na-
ture of proof required to prevail in
cases of illegal firearm possession.
For example, in most jurisdictions,
firearms are not contraband. There-
fore, any third party can, absent a
felony conviction or other disabil-
ity, step forward and claim owner-
ship of a firearm. Such claims serve
to raise issues of doubt regarding
the possession of the firearm by the
prohibited person and constitute a
common defense strategy when ef-
forts to suppress evidence fail.

Because the elements of fire-
arm possession are simple and the
key witnesses are usually police of-
ficers, creating doubt regarding
possession remains one of the few
available defenses. When officers
find the firearm on the defendant,
such defense strategies prove virtu-
ally useless. However, officers rou-
tinely seize firearms from vehicles
and residences, as well as find those
discarded by suspects prior to their
arrest.

To counter such a defense,
officers should interview all poten-
tial firearm possessors as quickly as
possible. At the early stages of in-
vestigations, suspects and other
third-party individuals, such as
friends, family, and associates, rou-
tinely deny ownership or knowl-
edge of firearms. Officers should
document these denials, which may
become critical in impeaching or

possession and note the responses.
Further, by obtaining critical in-
formation while the original scene
remains intact, officers can in-
crease follow-up investigative
opportunities.

Proactive Strategies
Although most firearm arrests

result from other police actions,
some simple initiatives can enhance
proactive efforts. All officers, par-
ticularly narcotics officers, should
inquire about weapons possessed
by known felons when interviewing
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precluding later claims. Officers
should ask questions regarding ac-
cess and control of the vehicle or
area where the firearm was found
and should note and photograph the
surrounding items. If officers find a
firearm in a drawer with items of
clothing, they should note the type
and size.

Officers also should ensure that
search warrants include such indi-
cia of ownership and evidence as
holsters, ammunition, receipts, and
photographs of firearms. In one
case, a shoulder holster harness ad-
justed for a large-framed man
served to undercut a claim by his
wife that the pistol belonged to her.
In another, the defense began to ne-
gotiate a plea after examining pho-
tographs of the defendant posing
with the firearm. Additionally, both
ammunition and ammunition boxes
can provide fingerprints, and, under
federal law, ammunition is the legal
equivalent of a firearm.14

Moreover, firearm cases need
the same follow-up investigation
that other serious felonies require,
including such basic procedures as
interviewing all potential witnesses
and tracing all firearms. Third-party
witnesses can serve to counter a
popular defense strategy of claim-
ing that the police planted evidence.
Also, testimony of witnesses who
observed the incident that brought
officers to the scene may provide
the jury with a better understand-
ing of the events. Similarly, tracing
firearms often can bolster a cir-
cumstantial case and make the
difference between winning and
losing.

 In two cases, suspects being
pursued by police discarded their
handguns before being arrested.

CONCLUSION
Effective law enforcement

management requires that resources
be directed in a way that will
maximize desired outcomes. If a
primary goal of police agencies is
to reduce serious crimes, then
firearm prosecutions offer a
unique opportunity to do so at
little cost. By using existing firearm
laws and joining forces with other
agencies, including the ATF and lo-
cal probation and parole efforts, of-
ficers can pursue another avenue of
attack on those criminals who may
have evaded capture on more seri-
ous charges. Further, by reexamin-
ing the importance of firearm inves-
tigations, administrators can offer
their officers an alternative to the
often dangerous and costly appre-
hension of violent repeat offenders.
With the lives of their officers and
the citizens they serve at stake, ad-
ministrators should remain alert to
any viable methods of solving vio-
lent crimes.

Endnotes
1 Polsby, Daniel D., “The False Promise of

Gun Control,” The Atlantic Monthly, March
1994.

Although officers found the guns
nearby, no physical evidence linked
the defendants to the guns. In both
instances, investigators traced the
guns from the original purchasers
to locations where the defendants
had access to them. Both owners of
the firearms testified that the guns
disappeared near the time the
defendants were present, and both
defendants, who collectively com-
mitted at least five homicides and
numerous other felonies, were con-
victed and sentenced to over 20
years each.

Finally, investigators intent on
solving other crimes should not
overlook the innovative use of fire-
arm charges. For instance, felons
seeking firearms represent potential
targets for undercover stings. Also,
little justification for high-risk un-
dercover drug purchases exists if
investigators can arrest multi-
convicted felons on a firearm viola-
tion. Once officers understand that
a conviction for possession of a
firearm will impact a career of-
fender as seriously as a conviction
for a violent felony, successful
prosecutions will follow.

Photo © PhotoDisc



2 18 U.S.C. § 922 (a)( 6).
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4 U.S. Sentencing Commission, Sentencing

Guidelines Manual, Washington, DC, 1995.
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6 James D. Wright and Peter Rossi, Armed

and Considered Dangerous: Aldine De
Gruyter, 1986, 13 and 75.

7 Richard T. Wright and Scott H. Decker,
Armed and Considered Dangerous:
Northeastern University Press, 1997, 13 and
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8 Only 26.9 percent of reported robberies
and 58 percent of reported assaults are cleared
by arrests, see Federal Bureau of Investigation,

Crime in the United States (Washington, DC,
1996) 205. About 40 percent of assault arrests
and 54 percent of robbery arrests subsequently
result in convictions for some felony crime, see
Brain Reaves, “Felony Defendants in Large
Urban Centers, 1994,” Bureau of Justice
Statistics, 1998. However, even the probabili-
ties implied by these statistics, 14.6 percent
conviction rate for robbery investigations,
overstates the probability of any given
investigation resulting in a conviction absent
certain advantages such as a patrol arrest or a
suspect known to the victim.

9 See United States v. Steeves, 525 F.2d 33,
38 (8th Cir. 1975).

10 See United States v. Singer, 943 F.2d
758, 763 (7th Cir. 1991) and United States v.
Collins 61 F.3d 1379, 1384 (9th Cir. 1995).

11 Supra note 6, 14.
12 Regarding threshold of evidence

necessary for issuance of a warrant, see United
States v. Mendonsa, 989 F.2d 366, 368 (9th
Cir.1993) and United States v. Clark, 31 F.3d
831, 834 (9th Cir.1994).

13 Terry v. Ohio, 392 U. S. 1 (1968)
(although probable cause is not required for the
protective pat-down, the police are required to
possess reasonable suspicion or other legitimate
reason for the initial contact).

14 18 U.S.C. 922(g).
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ver the past year, police in Europe and the
United States have received reports of

laser would not, for the reasons of power and length
of time on the eye, cause actual eye damage. How-
ever, the laser’s incredible brilliance could surprise
and functionally disable officers. Also, ungrounded
fear of permanent blindness could further impair their
judgment. The susceptibility of officers to this type of
debilitation remains largely psychological and would
depend on their preparedness, training, and the
conditions at the time of the incident. What is this
new threat, and what can officers do to protect
themselves?

Lasers and the Human Response
In simplest terms, a laser is an intensely bright

light.1 Unlike conventional light, however, laser light
travels out from the laser device in a narrow beam
maintaining its brightness at long distances. Some
high-power laser beams can vaporize steel or other
materials. Also, laser beams are not only visible
(colors that range from red to violet within the visible
color spectrum) but also invisible at both the infrared
and ultraviolet ends of the color spectrum.

Although invented over 30 years ago, in the past
decade, medical researchers, military authorities, and
even criminals have found multiple applications for
laser devices. Like computers and digital cameras,
lasers also have become smaller, more powerful, less
costly, and more available than ever before. Annual
sales now exceed $1 billion.

Military uses of these lasers include range find-
ing, target designation, and live-fire training (laser
tag). Medical lasers, visible and invisible, are power-
ful and now as small as a suitcase but remain expen-
sive and require line voltage as opposed to batteries.
These uses represent some of the positive purposes of
the technical advances in laser manufacturing. How-
ever, world arms merchants openly advertise invis-
ible-beam laser weapons, notably of Chinese manu-
facture, which criminals obtain to use in such illegal
activities as terrorist attacks and narcotics operations.2

While most lasers found outside of research
laboratories or medical/industrial facilities cannot
penetrate metal or even damage skin, the eye remains
vulnerable. As laser light passes into the eye, it
becomes focused by the cornea onto the retina.
Located at the back of the eye, the retina is a layer of

Laser Threats
to Law Enforcement
By Douglas A. Johnson, M.S.

Focus on Technology

O
juveniles temporarily blinding subway drivers with
laser lights. Also, reports of British sports fans aiming
laser pointers at soccer players and American basket-
ball spectators shooting lasers at the eyes of opposing
players on the free throw line have surfaced.

Law enforcement officers in the United States
have begun experiencing similar situations. Low-
power, visible-light lasers, whether designed for use
in the classroom, laboratory, or on the battlefield, are
the easiest to obtain, detect, and most likely to be used
by low-tech hooligans. They also may be used as an
alternative to firearms because of favorable laws that
do not define possession of a laser as a deadly
weapon.

Law enforcement officers could encounter low-
power lasers during routine operations, such as traffic
stops, or in special operations, such as hostage
situations. In most instances, light from this type of

Photo © Digital Stock
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living cells that intense light (by causing highly
localized heating of the area) can damage or perma-
nently destroy. The actual effect on the eye will vary
with the power of the laser, the length of time the
laser remains trained on the eye, and the portion of
the retina that the focused light impacts. The effect of
looking into a laser beam can range from true blind-
ness, to dazzling (similar to closely viewing a camera
flash), to annoyance. In many cases, the effects will
not last long, perhaps only several seconds to some
minutes. Also, temporary irritation
or the presence of afterimages
(visual sensations occurring after
the external cause has ceased)
could last several days but eventu-
ally should disappear and cause no
further problems.

While lasers can cause a
variety of visual impairments, the
dazzle effect represents the
greatest threat to law enforcement
officers and could constitute a
critical distraction in a tactical
situation. The reaction to dazzle
has both physiological and psycho-
logical components. Experts do not entirely under-
stand the relationship between these two aspects.
However, sudden exposure to dazzling and over-
whelming light tends to startle some individuals.
Sometimes an immediate, though temporary, loss of
vision will occur. Functional vision loss can happen
either because of the biological action of the eye to
direct light or because of indirect glare caused by
reflections from other objects.

These visual distractions of the dazzle effect
prove more powerful at night because the pupil
becomes dilated and allows the greatest amount of
light into the eye. The dark-adapted eye becomes
more sensitive to the effects of light stimulus. There-
fore, the dazzle effect occurs when a bright light
overwhelms the eye as a sensor. The effect can
become worse if the light passes through a visor,
windshield, or other transparent lens. If the transpar-
ent material is dirty or scratched from use or age, the
effect becomes more pronounced and, therefore, more
effective in obscuring vision. Further, viewing a laser

through magnifying optics increases the potential to
damage the eye and places officers using binoculars
or magnifying scopes at greater risk.3

Such a laser use could cause mission failure,
allow suspects to escape, or if used on officers while
driving a vehicle or piloting an aircraft, cause a loss
of control, which could lead to injury or death.
Moreover, in tactical situations, affected officers
could become targets for suspects armed with lethal
weapons.

Lasers and the Police Response
In a recent report, a university

detective referred to an incident
during a crowded student activity
where a red dot appeared on the
chest of a security officer. The
detective stated, “From a police
perspective, laser dots are usually
attached to firearms. Seeing a laser
dot outside of [a] classroom
obviously caused us great con-
cern.”4 Because they associate
lasers with firearms, officers
illuminated by even a laser pointer

may respond by drawing or even discharging their
service weapons. If officers draw their weapons, then
perpetrators may respond in kind with the same
ultimate end: fired weapons. An even worse scenario
involves youths playing with laser pointers not
realizing the potentially dangerous situation they
could initiate with police. Therefore, police depart-
ments should consider developing a tactical laser
defense plan and training officers in how to minimize
laser threats.

First, laser eyewear protection represents an
effective hardware countermeasure, but it has some
severe limitations. For example, protective eyewear
guards against only specific colors and laser power
levels; therefore, officers must know the type of
laser employed against them. Also, protective
eyewear costs over $100 per pair, is uncomfortable,
prone to fogging, and may skew normal color percep-
tion. And, finally, officers must wear the eyewear
prior to any engagement where laser use could
occur.

“

”

The effect of looking
into a laser beam
can range from
true blindness,
to dazzling..., to

annoyance.
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Most important, officers should know that no
clinically accepted treatment for laser-related eye
injuries exists at the present time. While it may seem
judicious to evacuate known laser-related eye casual-
ties, officers must evaluate the tactical situation prior
to doing so. Neither the affected officers, nor mem-
bers of their team, should expose themselves to other
risks for the sake of evacuation.

Additionally, annual or less frequent training
should emphasize probabilities of encounter, biologi-
cal effects, and understanding the biological and
psychological responses (particularly for pilots and
drivers) caused by lasers. Departments should de-
velop competent technical resources—such as local
military, university, industrial, or medical laser
consultants—who could train their officers or, on
short notice, assist with special missions. Also,
departments should modify their rules of engagement
to include specific criteria for evaluating laser threats.

Conclusion
The rising trend in laser use, whether legitimate

or criminal, warrants careful consideration by law
enforcement officials. Currently, lasers have a fear
factor that may exceed their actual hazards. However,
law enforcement agencies should understand that
even a small threat can cause grave consequences to
uninformed officers.

Because the greatest laser threat environment
occurs at night and primarily to aircraft or vehicle

A Reserve Navy Lieutenant Commander assigned to
environmental health matters, Mr. Johnson serves as the
laser safety officer for Texas A&M University in College
Station, Texas, and sits on the American National Stan-
dards Institute for Laser Safety committee.

operators, officers in these situations must receive
information about the dangers associated with laser
usage. Agencies should evaluate the potential of laser
encounters in their jurisdictions and implement basic
laser defensive instruction as part of an existing
training program. Educating the law enforcement
community about such new potential hazards as laser
threats remains the most effective method of protect-
ing officers from forms of technology developed for
society’s enhancement but often exploited for mali-
cious purposes.

Endnotes
1 The word laser was originally an acronym derived from light

amplification by stimulated emission of radiation.
2 Jane’s Defense Weekly (May 18, 1995) 3.
3 Questions have arisen about the effect of lasers on night vision

goggles. Laser light cannot harm the eye if it first passes through the
goggles. What the eye sees is a processed signal, not the actual light
environment. How vision is affected will depend on the specifics of the
laser and the technology incorporated into the goggles. A possible range
of effects varies from temporary saturation of all or part of the viewing
field (temporary failure) to permanent burnout of a portion of the viewing
field.

4 Information obtained from Detective Sergeant David J. Villarreal,
Texas A&M University Police Department.

ecause some states may not have a report-
ing category for lasers used in the commis-

Reporting Lasers Used in Crimes

B
sion of a crime, Texas A&M University, in
conjunction with Walter Reed Army Institute
of Research has developed a Website to collect
this type of report for statistical purposes. The
U.S. Army Medical Research Detachments
Automated LASER Accident/Incident Report-
ing Website at http://hoxie.brooks.af.mil/.
LASER has a concise, easy-to-use Automated
LASER Accident/Incident Report form for

officers to submit factual accounts of lasers used
in a criminal manner. Information collected in-
cludes lighting conditions, color of laser, de-
scription of the effects on the eye, and several
other categories. To gather as much information
as possible, all law enforcement officers are
encouraged to submit laser incidents to the
Website. In time, the results will be compiled
and available online. Officers can direct
questions to Douglas Johnson at
dougjohnson@tamu.edu.
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heck fraud can affect any-
one. Almost every busi-
ness owner, government

for more than 60 percent of all fi-
nancial institution fraud.1 Most of
these frauds involve counterfeit or
stolen checks.

Various sources have estimated
that the total economic impact of
check fraud on financial institu-
tions, private businesses, and the
public ranges from $815 million2

to between $5 and $10 billion3

annually. Unfortunately, because
there is no source of reliable statis-
tics, no one knows the total losses
incurred. However, based on anec-
dotal information and the experi-
ence of bank executives, check

fraud represents the most important
crime problem affecting our
nation’s financial community. By
identifying organized check fraud
activity and implementing investi-
gative and preventive strategies,
law enforcement officers can have a
measurable impact on this perva-
sive crime problem.

CHECK FRAUD INDICATORS
Investigators must remain alert

to indicators that signal check fraud
activity. They can identify such
leading indicators by completing a
comprehensive crime survey,
which requires evaluating demo-
graphic information, analyzing
crime reports, and collecting data
from financial and business com-
munities, civic groups, and other
law enforcement agencies. By ana-
lyzing suspicious activity reports,
which financial institutions submit
to the Financial Crimes Enforce-
ment Network of the U.S. Depart-
ment of the Treasury, and other
check fraud complaints, local law
enforcement agencies can identify a
variety of factors, such as the types
of fraud schemes prevalent in the
area and the identities of banks that
seem prone to check fraud activity.

Frequent check fraud attacks
against a particular bank may result
from its location, inadequate inter-
nal controls, or marketing strategies
that present opportunities to savvy
check fraud artists. Some mutual
fund companies, for example, regu-
larly allow customers to open ac-
counts by mail. A significant num-
ber of check fraud complaints from
a particular geographic area may in-
dicate the presence of an active, or-
ganized group that warrants law en-
forcement attention.

C
agency, and financial institution, as
well as millions of private citizens
have been victimized by people
who have written bad checks with
the intent of getting something for
nothing. In some jurisdictions, the
large number of reports of fraudu-
lent checks means that law enforce-
ment officers can address only the
cases with the most substantial
losses. Since 1987, bank frauds
committed by nonemployees have
risen dramatically and now account

Combating Check
Fraud
A Multifaceted
Approach
By WALTER N. HANSEN

© PhotoDisc
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Maintaining contact with banks
and regulators may help investiga-
tors identify weaknesses, develop
controls, and prevent future losses.
At the same time, analyzing the
complaints received from other
victims—such as department
stores, check cashing establish-
ments, and grocery stores—may
help law enforcement determine the
modus operandi of the fraud artists
and assist in developing investiga-
tive strategies.

Other types of criminal activity
related to check fraud may serve as
leading indicators. Counterfeit
identification documents, theft of
identification by pickpockets,
credit card fraud, and structured
cash transactions may point to orga-
nized check fraud operations. Con-
fidential informants with knowl-
edge of underworld trafficking in
stolen and counterfeit identification
documents can help investigators
identify check passers and others
involved in organized check frauds.
An organized group may include a
counterfeiter or printer, a distrib-
uter, one or more providers of false
identification, and several
“smurfs,” who open false bank ac-
counts or visit check cashing estab-
lishments to negotiate fraudulent
checks.

Organized pickpocket rings
represent excellent sources of false
identification. On the streets of
New York, a stolen wallet complete
with identification and credit cards,
referred to as a “spread,” has resale
value. People buy spreads for a vari-
ety of uses, including welfare,
check immigration, and tax frauds.
Therefore, informants who are fa-
miliar with pickpockets in the com-
munity can become reliable sources

of information about people who
buy stolen wallets, helping investi-
gators uncover those involved in
check fraud.

INVESTIGATIVE
STRATEGIES

Investigators can use a variety
of investigative strategies to ad-
dress check fraud, including tradi-
tional techniques, proactive ap-
proaches, joint investigations, and
task forces. Each of these strategies
may prove appropriate, depending
on the nature of the crime problem
and the manner in which the com-
plaint comes to the attention of law
enforcement. Law enforcement of-
ficers should not view any single
technique as a panacea; rather, they
should develop a balanced ap-
proach that incorporates several
methods to address the identified
crime problems.

The overall strategy also should
include all agencies that have juris-
diction over the crimes being com-
mitted. Above all, regular commu-
nication and coordination remain
essential when several agencies

become actively involved in attack-
ing this crime problem. This proves
especially important when under-
cover operatives serve in proactive
investigations of violations that fall
within the jurisdiction of multiple
agencies. Each agency must take
precautions not only to protect its
undercover operatives but also to
avoid the embarrassment that re-
sults when one agency learns that it
has arranged to buy counterfeit
checks from the undercover agent
of another agency.

Traditional
Investigative Techniques

At first glance, the typical in-
vestigative approach appears rela-
tively straightforward. Following
receipt of a complaint, the investi-
gator interviews the victim; obtains
the original check, copies of identi-
fication documents, and surveil-
lance camera films; and interviews
everyone else who came in contact
with the check and the person who
passed it, in an effort to identify a
suspect. The victim and witnesses
may view a photo spread or lineup

“

”

...check fraud
represents the
most important
crime problem
affecting our

nation’s financial
community.

Special Agent Hansen serves as an assistant special
agent in charge of the FBI’s New York field office.
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that includes the suspect. After
identifying a subject, the investi-
gator may use a confrontational
interview to seek a confession.
Failing that, the subject’s handwrit-
ing and fingerprints may be subpoe-
naed. The forensic laboratory com-
pares latent fingerprints and
handwriting on the check with
known fingerprints and handwrit-
ing exemplars to determine if they
can be identified as the subject’s.
The evidence gets presented to a
grand jury, which returns an indict-
ment, thereby initiating the judicial
process.

In reality, such cases can prove
extremely difficult to solve. In
many instances, investigators can-
not develop key elements needed to
resolve them. The surveillance
cameras may not work, or the wit-
nesses cannot give a consistent de-
scription of the suspect. The check
passer wears gloves or does not
leave prints on the checks, or the
prints do not match any known
prints. The laboratory may be un-
able to match the handwriting on
the check with the writing sample
provided by the suspect. Such ob-
stacles may arise after investigators
have worked for weeks or months
examining documents and inter-
viewing victims and witnesses.

If the investigation proves suc-
cessful and the suspect goes to trial,
another year or more may pass
before the trial and sentencing.
Check fraud investigations gener-
ally take the same amount of time,
regardless of the amount of the
check. An average of 2 years
elapses between the opening of a
traditional New York FBI check
fraud case and its final disposition.
Professional check passers know

how long these investigations take.
They also are confident that, as long
as they do not become too greedy
and remain willing to move around
so as not to saturate a particular area
with bad checks, the chances of get-
ting caught using traditional meth-
ods are minimal.

Moreover, under federal sen-
tencing guidelines, individuals with
no prior convictions who pass
checks for less than $70,000 can
expect to receive probation. This
serves as an incentive for defen-
dants to plead guilty to a single

required to process these cases, they
may not make a significant impact
on the crime problem. Proactive ap-
proaches may work best to identify
the criminal networks that pose
the greatest threat to the financial
community.

Proactive Approaches
Proactive techniques involve

the use of undercover operatives
and cooperative witnesses or sub-
jects. Other proactive measures,
such as telephone intercepts and
other technical and physical sur-
veillance techniques, can success-
fully identify members of organized
groups and develop evidence of
their activities.4

An undercover operation, prop-
erly formulated and supported, can
penetrate and break up organized
fraud rings. Added benefits of this
technique include the continual de-
velopment of cooperative wit-
nesses, who help to develop addi-
tional cases, and the ability to
uncover other criminal enterprises,
such as money laundering, drug
trafficking, stolen goods fencing,
illegal arms dealing, and other
organized crime endeavors. Be-
cause of their intrusive nature, un-
dercover operations must be care-
fully formulated and evaluated to
ensure the safety of undercover of-
ficers, minimize civil liability, and
guard against entrapping potential
subjects.

The typical undercover sce-
nario begins with the arrest of a
check passer who agrees to cooper-
ate and introduce investigators to
others involved in the fraud. Con-
sensually recorded conversations
between the cooperative witness,
undercover officer, and subjects,

“ Investigators
must remain alert
to indicators that

signal check
fraud activity.

”count but provides no motivation
for them to cooperate with law en-
forcement. Consequently, tradi-
tional investigations frequently re-
sult solely in the conviction of the
check passer. It remains extremely
difficult to identify, let alone con-
vict, the passer’s associates, such as
the thief or counterfeiter and those
involved in distributing the checks.

Traditional methods of address-
ing check fraud may be necessary,
based on the timing of the com-
plaint and the circumstances of the
offense. These techniques can pro-
mote fairly regular case clearance
rates and can successfully convict
individual check passers. But
because of the amount of time
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coupled with the purchase of
fraudulent checks, identification
documents, and other contraband or
evidence, capture the illegal activ-
ity as it occurs. This scenario, when
properly executed, produces ex-
tremely strong evidence against the
subjects. It also helps the prosecutor
to define the true nature of the
fraud by demonstrating that mul-
tiple transactions and high losses
would have occurred without the
investigation.

Investigators and prosecutors
also can take advantage of stronger
penalties to encourage subjects to
cooperate, thereby supporting the
expansion and continuation of the
operation. For example, one FBI
undercover operation has been
active for over 14 years and has
resulted in the arrest and conviction
of over 700 individuals, dozens of
whom have agreed to cooperate to
further the investigation. Violations
revealed and prosecuted during this
investigation have included bank,
wire, and mail fraud; conspiracy;
drug trafficking; illegal arms traf-
ficking; and counterfeiting. Sub-
jects have been equally diverse,
ranging from illegal immigrants to
diplomats, car service operators,
grocery store owners, and members
of organized crime families.

While proactive efforts are best
supported by undercover officers or
agents, cooperative witnesses may
help investigators gain introduc-
tions into organized fraud activities.
Close supervision of cooperating
individuals and electronic and
physical surveillance during their
operational activities remains es-
sential to maintain control over
the investigation. By involving

experienced investigators and exer-
cising close managerial oversight
and control, the risks inherent in
this approach can be minimized.

Joint Investigations
When enforcement agencies

actively work together on a case,
they can reduce the time required to
bring it to a conclusion while add-
ing depth and flexibility to their in-
vestigative and prosecutive strate-
gies. Federal investigative agencies
can provide a variety of resouces,
such as advanced laboratory analy-
sis, specialized expertise, funding,
and endurance, that is, the ability to

concentrate on one case for a long
period of time. Local police depart-
ments can share their strengths,
such as rapid response, institutional
knowledge of local criminal ele-
ments, community support, broad
information coverage, staffing, and
specific knowledge of identified
subjects, repeat offenders, in par-
ticular. The combination of these
assets, coupled with the ability to
select a prosecutive venue in either
the local or federal courts, results in
a formidable array of weapons that
can be directed against organized
fraud rings. Other agencies, such as
banking regulators and offices of

FBI investigations identified common techniques used by
fraudulent check passers in New York:

•  Customer attempts to open an account with a corporate
check or other third-party check

•  Customer tries to flatter, hurry, or confuse the teller to
draw attention away from the transaction

•  Customer delays endorsing a check or producing identifi-
cation during peak hours to frustrate the teller and hurry
the transaction

•  Customer presents for cash a low-numbered check drawn
on a new account

•  Customer offers foreign documentation (birth certificate,
passport, visa) or nonphoto identification (social security
card, credit card) in lieu of photo identification to open an
account or cash a check

•  Customer offers altered or damaged identification to open
an account or cash a check

•  Customer attempts to cash or convert several small
checks into wire transfer, gold, or other tender

•  Customer requests an exception to established rules to
force the transaction.

Red Flags that May Signal Check Fraud
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inspectors general, also can add ex-
pertise and inside information that
can provide valuable assistance to
more complex investigations.

When agencies work closely to-
gether, they must agree on how to
handle sensitive or protected mate-
rial, such as grand jury and infor-
mant information. Participants have
a responsibility to agree on answers
to a host of potential questions.
Who will participate in interviews?
Who will take notes during inter-
views? Whose reporting formats
will be used? Who will maintain
custody of documents and evi-
dence? Who will contact infor-
mants and deal with cooperative
witnesses? Who will prosecute the
case? Close cooperation by first-
line management remains essential,
both at the beginning and through-
out the investigation, to ensure that
the participating agencies agree
upon protocols to address such
questions and other potential areas
of concern so that investigators can
concentrate on solving the case.

Joint investigations can accom-
plish great results if managers and
investigators can set aside their in-
stitutional pride and professional
allegiances to work together to
solve problems. For example, in
one instance, several New York
banks reported to the FBI that they
were being defrauded by customers
who opened checking accounts us-
ing counterfeit Russian identifica-
tion documents and stolen checks.
The subjects withdrew most of the
funds as soon as the checks cleared
and before the thefts were reported.
At the same time, U.S. postal in-
spectors learned that bags of mail
were being stolen from large office
buildings in Manhattan. Through

close communication and coopera-
tion, the FBI and the postal service
quickly determined that the depos-
ited checks had been stolen from the
same Manhattan office buildings.

This case quickly grew from a
postal inspection matter to a joint
investigation with the FBI and the
U.S. Secret Service in New York
and Miami. Violations included
theft from the mail, over which the

this investigation resulted from the
willingness of the investigating
agents to work together informally
using both traditional and proactive
investigative techniques. Although
each agency could have pursued its
own aspect of the case individually,
separate indictments would not
have had the impact of the RICO
charges that resulted from their
joint efforts.

Task Force Operations
Unlike joint investigations,

which address specific illegal acts,
task forces tend to address more
general crime problems. The forma-
tion of a task force provides a more
formal environment for investiga-
tors from different agencies to work
together. A task force may encom-
pass a number of separate investiga-
tions or be set up to support a spe-
cific investigation. For example,
task forces have been used to inves-
tigate complex terrorist bombing in-
vestigations, such as the bombing of
the Oklahoma City Federal Build-
ing and the Olympic Park bombing
in Atlanta. Task forces also may
provide an efficient way to address
a particular problem. Joint federal
and local fugitive and violent crime
task forces remain fairly common in
larger U.S. cities.

Financial crime task forces,
though not as numerous, also are
being used in several states with
great success. The formality of a
task force, which differentiates it
from a less formal joint investiga-
tion, is embodied in a memorandum
of understanding (MOU) that de-
scribes the protocols to be followed
and is endorsed by the leaders of
the participating agencies. The
MOU spells out such broad issues

“Proactive approaches
may work best to

identify the criminal
networks that pose
the greatest threat

to the financial
community.

”U.S. postal inspector has primary
jurisdiction; bank fraud, in which
the FBI has primary jurisdiction;
and credit card fraud, in which the
FBI and Secret Service share juris-
diction. Several of the subjects had
ties to a recognized organized crime
family, and one of the conspirators
allegedly was murdered when he
failed to turn over proceeds from
stolen checks that he had been en-
trusted with, facts that further whet-
ted the interest of the FBI.

The indictment charged mul-
tiple subjects with violating the
Racketeering and Corrupt Organi-
zations (RICO) statute and included
allegations of murder and con-
spiracy in addition to the financial
crimes charged. The successful ac-
cumulation of all of the evidence in
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as mission, goals, and objectives, as
well as such details as the location
of office space, transportation,
supervision, funding, equipment,
evidence storage, and record
retention.

Task forces addressed bank
failures that occurred in the early
1990s in several cities, including
Dallas and Boston. The Arizona
Bank Fraud Task Force (BFTF),
which focuses on check fraud
and other attacks on banks by
nonemployees, was formed on
March 2, 1992, to address the fraud
problem in Maricopa County, Ari-
zona. This task force includes rep-
resentatives from the Phoenix divi-
sion of the FBI; the Maricopa
County Attorney’s Office; the
Phoenix, Glendale, Tempe, Mesa,
and Scottsdale police departments;
the Arizona Attorney General’s Of-
fice; and the U.S. Attorney’s Office
for the District of Arizona. Improv-
ing cooperation and communication
among participating agencies and
the financial institutions in the area
represents one of the primary func-
tions of the BFTF. To accomplish
this, the BFTF serves as a central
reporting entity for bank fraud
complaints, thereby reducing the
confusion that often results when
complaints are submitted to mul-
tiple agencies with overlapping ju-
risdiction. This central facility also
permits better analysis of com-
plaints and improves the possibility
of identifying organized fraud rings
that operate in the area.5 As of Feb-
ruary 1998, this task force had in-
vestigated 1,898 cases, involving
more than $33.5 million in losses,
which resulted in 539 indictments,
482 convictions, and more than

$10.5 million in court-ordered
restitution.6

The Arizona BFTF served as
the prototype for the Metro Denver
Bank Fraud Task Force, formed in
Denver, Colorado, in 1996, to pro-
mote communication, establish and
maintain an information base, in-
vestigate multijurisdictional cases,
and serve as an educational re-
source for financial institutions.

PREVENTIVE STRATEGIES
Law enforcement agencies can

develop preventive strategies to
combat check fraud. These include
working with potential victims to
implement fraud prevention mea-
sures and training financial profes-
sionals to recognize and prevent
fraud. Such strategies can help the
financial community develop an un-
derstanding of the problem, allocate
appropriate resources to address it,
and reduce the demand on limited
investigative resources while pro-
viding a relatively low-cost way to
reduce check fraud losses.

Fraud Prevention Measures
Law enforcement agencies may

think of fraud prevention measures
as the internal responsibility of
banks and other potential fraud vic-
tims in the financial community.
The banking and investment indus-
tries stress the concept of “know
your customer” and the perfor-
mance of “due diligence” as key-
stones of their fraud prevention
methodology. Neither of these con-
cepts appears, at least on the sur-
face, to involve law enforcement.
However, a role does exist for in-
vestigators to help potential victims
of fraud guard against loss.

Regular communication of
fraud-related information can ben-
efit both the law enforcement and
financial communities. Although
privacy laws and dissemination
rules and regulations may restrict
the type of information communi-
cated, all parties can benefit if they
establish appropriate protocols for
exchanging information. In the
Russian check fraud case, based
upon information provided from

The Denver BFTF includes partici-
pants from 13 federal and local in-
vestigative agencies and six federal,
state, and local prosecutors’ offices.
Task force guidelines call for re-
porting financial institutions to sub-
mit standardized suspicious activity
reports that allow task force ana-
lysts to collate complaints, identify
similarities that could indicate orga-
nized frauds, and initiate investiga-
tions in a timely fashion.7 Both the
Arizona and Denver task forces
demonstrate the finest qualities of
initiative, creativity, and coopera-
tion in law enforcement as they
work to serve their communities.

© PhotoDisc
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victim banks, investigators dissemi-
nated a profile of the fraud scheme
to all banks in the area. The profile
increased the awareness of banks
to the scheme, thereby preventing
direct losses. Banks also identified
other fraudulent accounts before
they incurred further losses. Thus,
by sharing fraud profile informa-
tion, investigators can help finan-
cial institutions and industry regula-
tors devise audit techniques and
other preventive measures that they
can use on a regular basis to prevent
fraud.

Law enforcement also can sup-
port innovative fraud prevention
techniques, such as the inkless fin-
gerprinting campaigns that some fi-
nancial institutions have launched.
Banks in Nevada, Arizona, and
Texas experienced remarkable re-
ductions in check fraud losses after
they began requiring that
noncustomers provide inkless fin-
gerprints when cashing checks at
the teller line. Although initial tests
of this technique in New York and
California more than 10 years ear-
lier met with mixed results, modern
innovations in automated finger-
print processing and aggressive
marketing by financial institutions
resulted in more recent loss reduc-
tions of between 43 and 59 percent.8

According to the American Bankers
Association, financial institutions
in other states, encouraged by the
successes in Arizona and Texas, are
considering the use of the inkless
fingerprints, as well.9 While, ulti-
mately, financial institutions and
other check cashing establishments
must decide if they wish to employ
this strategy, law enforcement offi-
cials can support the expansion of
inkless fingerprinting techniques by

reinforcing marketing strategies
and speaking to civic groups about
the advantages of the process. In
addition, by ensuring that they will
act upon complaints involving fin-
gerprinted checks in a timely
manner, law enforcement officials
also can provide incentive for finan-
cial institutions to invest in these
programs.

Banks also have used finger-
printing in other ways to minimize
the risk of fraud. Some banks re-
quire that corporate customers sub-
mit the fingerprints of employees

employees who handle checks to be
fingerprinted as a reasonable condi-
tion of employment, which not only
can reduce fraud losses but also can
result in unexpected benefits.

Training
Most financial institutions re-

quire periodic training of tellers and
other employees. Law enforcement
agencies can offer to provide check
fraud awareness training to finan-
cial institutions, retailers, accoun-
tants, and civic groups, as well as to
others who may come in contact
with fraudulent transactions. Train-
ing sessions that identify the red
flags that signal fraud and reinforce
internal controls and fraud report-
ing procedures can effectively re-
duce check fraud losses. The atten-
dance of a law enforcement officer
at this training can improve student
interest and emphasize the impor-
tance of the information. Some
banks and large retailers can pro-
vide professional videotapes that
demonstrate red flags and show
check passers in action.11 Using
such training aids, along with ex-
amples of actual cases, reinforces
the subject matter and helps em-
ployees remember important
points.

Training sessions also promote
and improve relationships between
law enforcement agencies and the
communities they serve. Additional
benefits may include better commu-
nication between investigators and
officers of victim institutions, more
timely reporting of fraud attempts,
quicker responses to subpoenas,
and easier access to employee
witnesses.

Enforcement officials also can
benefit from fraud awareness

“Law enforcement
agencies can

develop preventive
strategies to

combat check
fraud.

”who have access to company ac-
counts. In one instance, this practice
resulted in the apprehension of a
fugitive who had been wanted for
murder for almost 20 years. In 1995,
when Aramark Food Services Cor-
poration, the maker of Tupperware,
gave an employee access to its cor-
porate bank account, the bank re-
quired him to be fingerprinted. Af-
ter forwarding his fingerprints to
the FBI, the bank discovered that he
was wanted for the 1976 drive-by
murder of a 52-year-old man in a
suburb of Brooklyn, New York.10

Thus, law enforcement should
encourage business owners to es-
tablish policies that require all
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training. Patrol officers and those
who concentrate on other types of
crime—whether violent crime, or-
ganized crime, or drug-related of-
fenses—can help financial crimes
investigators by remaining alert for
check fraud paraphernalia, stolen or
counterfeit identification docu-
ments, and other indicators of fraud
activity during their routine arrest,
search, and investigative activities.
Police officers and investigators,
who may not deal with financial
crimes on a regular basis, can re-
ceive clear instruction that includes
how to spot fraud and process fraud
evidence.

CONCLUSION
Check fraud is a significant

crime problem that victimizes cor-
porations, government agencies,
and private individuals. Law en-
forcement organizations must work
with the communities they serve to
identify the leading indicators of
fraud and develop investigative and
preventive strategies to effectively
combat this problem. Investigative
strategies should include a balanced
approach that incorporates both tra-
ditional and proactive investigative
methods. Joint investigations and
task forces comprised of several
agencies have proven highly suc-
cessful in some jurisdictions.

Preventive strategies can in-
clude the use of fraud prevention
measures, such as developing fraud
profiles and instituting fingerprint-
ing policies, as well as providing
training for potential victims. Pre-
ventive techniques can reduce the
demand on limited investigative re-
sources and provide a relatively low
cost way to reduce check fraud
losses.

The ability of law enforcement
officers to develop protective and
mutually beneficial relationships
with the communities they serve
remains the cornerstone of any
crime prevention effort. Together,
law enforcement agencies and fi-
nancial institutions can employ in-
novative strategies to combat check
fraud.
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Buffalo's Alternative to 911
By Gerald W. Schoenle, Jr.

he three-digit telephone number, 911, has
grown into a huge success. However, too much

department employs almost 1,000 sworn and 300
civilian employees. The surrounding County of Erie,
however, maintains the 911 system, which receives
nearly 2,000 calls every day and over 600,000 calls a
year.2 After county employees enter the calls into the
Buffalo Police Department’s (BPD) computer aided
dispatch system, BPD dispatchers take control of
those in their jurisdiction.

Because of the overwhelming number of 911
calls, the Buffalo commissioner of police set up a
committee to research the problem of managing these
calls for service. The committee included the com-
missioner, the commanding officer of communica-
tions, the county 911 coordinator, and a consultant
from a local advertising agency. The committee
identified the scope of the problem and discussed the
available options. Ultimately, the committee decided
that instituting a nonemergency telephone number
program represented the best solution for Buffalo.

Because the number needed to be easy to remem-
ber, the committee debated the merits of a seven-digit
versus a three-digit nonemergency telephone number.
While advantages exist for both, the committee
decided to implement a seven-digit number because
of the immediate availability of one at virtually no
added cost. Additionally, the county was concerned
that a three-digit number might vastly increase the
total volume of calls into the system. In fact, this
happened in Baltimore after that city implemented its
311 number. From October 1996 through March
1997, the Baltimore Police Department had an 11
percent increase in total calls compared to the same
period the year before. Fortunately, the department
experienced no significant problems because it had
enough limited-duty personnel to staff the
nonemergency number.3 However, because every city
has different needs and resources, police agencies
should evaluate these factors carefully before imple-
menting a nonemergency telephone system.

Defining Emergency Calls
BPD defines emergency calls as police, fire, or

medical emergencies that include any life-threatening
situations or a crime in progress. However, even after
implementing the nonemergency telephone number,

T
of a good thing has overloaded the emergency
number’s infrastructure and caused major problems
for many cities, including Buffalo, New York.

For years, Buffalo citizens called 911 for all
police services. In time, however, the system became
bogged down with calls, which proved mostly
nonemergency in nature. In Buffalo, as in other cities,
citizens who called 911 often encountered busy lines
during peak calling times. Something had to be done.

Recently, Buffalo and at least three other cities
have taken steps to stem the flow of nonemergency
calls into their 911 systems by providing an alter-
native telephone number. For example, Dallas,
Baltimore, and Chicago established 311, while
Buffalo set up 853-2222, as options for
nonemergency situations.1

Sizing Up the Problem
Buffalo has a population of approximately

340,000 and covers about 42 square miles. Its police

Police Practice
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the department still encourages citizens to call 911 if
they cannot determine if a situation is a true emer-
gency. Primarily, BPD asks citizens to call the
nonemergency number whenever they need advice  or
assistance that does not require an immediate emer-
gency response.

Educating the Public
After deciding to use an alternative

nonemergency telephone number, BPD developed the
objectives that it wanted to communicate to the public
concerning the new system. Next, BPD hired a
professional advertising agency to
assist in educating the public about
these objectives, which included

•  creating a message that would
change the public’s percep-
tions and expectations in
regard to 911;

•  making the public aware of
what constitutes a real emer-
gency versus a nonemergency;

•  decreasing the number of
nonemergency 911 calls so
BPD personnel could respond
where they are truly needed—
to potentially life-threatening
situations;

•  enhancing the scope of the differential response
program4 by increasing the staff and the types of
calls they handle; and

•  providing officers with more time for community
policing efforts.
To promote and link the new nonemergency

number with the well-known 911 system, the advertis-
ing agency created a lyrical jingle: For real emergen-
cies, call 911 and we’ll quickly send someone. For
nonemergencies, it’s 853-2222 and we’ll tell you
what to do!5 The agency also developed brochures
explaining what constitutes a real emergency and
what illustrates a nonemergency. Other educational
and promotional materials included outdoor graphics,
street banners, newspaper ads, television and radio
commercials, stickers for telephones, bookmarks for

school children, and bumper stickers for police and
private vehicles.

Hiring the advertising agency proved of great
value to the success of implementing the program. In
addition to promoting the message, the agency also
assisted in obtaining funds for the program from both
the public and private sector. For example, the local
transit company donated advertising space on its
buses, various private agencies donated billboard
space, both the broadcast and print media provided
public service announcements, and a private sector
group committed to assisting the City of Buffalo

funded the additional advertising.
Further, having a local advertising
agency as a member of the com-
mittee proved very beneficial
because the agency understood
both the concept of the program
from the beginning and the limita-
tions of the city’s resources.

Managing Calls for Service
The communications section

of BPD views the nonemergency
number program as an important
step in assisting public safety
agencies to manage calls for

service. The bigger picture involves the entire com-
munity policing effort, including differential response
programs that encourage citizens to call and report
crimes over the telephone. Also, part of this process
includes informing citizens of the correct agency they
should contact in a given situation. BPD accom-
plished this, in part, by listing the 10 most frequently
called referral agencies in its nonemergency number
brochures. Therefore, the public can contact the
appropriate agency directly and help to further reduce
calls to the 911 and the alternative nonemergency
systems.

Another element in the successful management of
calls involves personnel. While BPD has civilian
employees answering the nonemergency calls,
Baltimore has limited-duty police officers answering
them. The Baltimore system proves beneficial be-
cause trained police officers can give appropriate
advice that could eliminate the need for a patrol

“

”

...freeing up 911
lines for true

emergencies has
proved a goal worth

pursuing for the
City of Buffalo.
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•  Minimal cost to the taxpayers

•  Ease of implementation  (number was
already available)

•  Citizens must evaluate their situations,
which could decrease calls to police

•  Total volume of calls would be less
likely to increase, thereby avoiding the
911 problem

•  Easy number to remember

•  Ability to make free calls from pay
telephones

•  Possibility of one nonemergency number
for the entire country

•  Ability to have calls routed to several
different off-site locations that corre-
spond with locations of originating calls

•  More difficult to remember

•  Calls from pay telephones are not free

•  Confusing to citizens from other juris-
dictions

•  Likelihood of increased volume of calls

•  Costs—two systems and dedicated
revenue source are needed

•  Timeliness of implementation

•  Assists with managing calls for service

•  911 dispatchers are released for true emergencies

•  Educates the public about what constitutes a real emergency

•  Increases public awareness that certain calls do not require an emergency response

•  Enhances community policing efforts

•  Encourages an aggressive differential response program

Seven-digit Number and Three-digit Number Considerations

Advantages of Seven-digit Number Advantages of Three-digit Number

Disadvantages of Seven-digit Number Disadvantages of Three-digit Number

Advantages of Both Systems

response. This method clearly enhances the differen-
tial response program in Baltimore and seems to be
a major reason for the city’s success. Further, by
reducing calls for service, the officer on the street
has additional discretionary time. Proper channeling
of this time further enhances community policing
efforts.

Determining the Results
Both Buffalo and Baltimore kicked off their

nonemergency number programs on October 1, 1996.
While the programs have existed for only 2 years,
both have enjoyed varying degrees of success. Most
important, both cities have reduced 911 calls by
nearly 20 percent.6 Moreover, the Department of
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Justice Community Oriented Policing office recently
visited Buffalo and is considering studying all three
nonemergency programs. Whatever the ultimate
outcome of such a study, freeing up 911 lines for true
emergencies has proved a goal worth pursuing for the
City of Buffalo.

Conclusion
Faced with a 911 emergency telephone system

overloaded with nonemergency calls, the Buffalo
Police Department needed to find a viable alternative.
As in a few other cities, Buffalo elected to implement
a separate telephone number for all nonemergency
calls for service. After weighing the advantages and
disadvantages of a seven-digit versus a three-digit
telephone number, Buffalo chose the seven-digit
option based on the city’s needs and available re-
sources.

Other jurisdictions faced with the same problem
may consider Buffalo’s solution. Several factors
prove critical when deciding if this approach will

Captain Schoenle serves as the director of communications
with the Buffalo, New York, Police Department.

work for them, including evaluating their needs and
resources, defining their objectives, and educating
their citizens. Because effectively and efficiently
managing their calls for service proves an ongoing
dilemma for most law enforcement agencies,
Buffalo’s alternative may provide a new outlook
on an increasingly burdensome problem.

Endnotes
1 Additional jurisdictions, including San Jose, California, are

considering implementing similar systems.
2 Records from Erie County 911.
3 Baltimore Police Communications Division evaluation report, April

1997.
4 Differential response programs include citizens reporting crimes by

telephone and officers conducting initial investigations of certain crimes
by telephone rather than immediately sending officers to the scene.

5 The Schutte Group.
6 Records from Erie County 911 and the Baltimore Police Department.
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aw enforcement administra-
tors interact with the news
media on a daily basis. Sev-

This relationship between the
media and law enforcement some-
times creates certain antagonisms
between the two parties. To begin
with, law enforcement officials do
not always want particular matters
reported to the general public, often
to protect the integrity of an investi-
gation or even to avoid embarrass-
ment to their departments. How-
ever, media representatives act
under a responsibility (i.e., the
public’s right to know) to present
certain information regardless of
the desires of law enforcement
officials. Also, they zealously avoid
appearing as the voice of law

enforcement in order to appear im-
partial. Because the public has an
interest in the activities of law en-
forcement, the media, as a business
entity, has an economic interest to
report on law enforcement matters.

Moreover, because media rep-
resentatives have ethical obliga-
tions to present only the informa-
tion they believe to be factual, they
must not allow government offi-
cials to use them to present false
information to the general public,
regardless of the reason.1 There-
fore, the question remains, are law
enforcement officials under any
similar ethical obligation to not

L
eral reasons exist for this relation-
ship. In addition to providing cur-
rent events, the news media have a
distinct role in a democracy to over-
see the actions of the traditional
three branches of government and
thereby prevent abuses of power by
those branches. Law enforcement
officials routinely inform the gen-
eral public of their activities, and
often use the news media to present
this information, as well as to con-
vey their side of a particular inci-
dent or their position on an issue.

The Ethics of
Intentionally
Deceiving the
Media
By MICHAEL E. BROOKS
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intentionally present false informa-
tion to the media, either for dissemi-
nation to the public, or to thwart a
media inquiry into law enforcement
activities?2 Making the decision to
lie to the media involves many com-
plex issues, including some impor-
tant ethical concerns.

The Decision to Lie
Before intentionally manipulat-

ing the media by means of decep-
tion, law enforcement officials
must consider their actions care-
fully. For example, many ethics
scholars have stated that law en-
forcement officials should never
knowingly present false informa-
tion to the media.3 However, sup-
pose a law enforcement administra-
tor conducts an undercover
operation designed to expose a ring
of narcotics suppliers in a particular
area of a city. The administrator
may desire to entice the ring to
move into another area of the city
where undercover officers can pur-
chase narcotics without suspicion.
To accomplish this, the administra-
tor drafts a press release announc-
ing the seizure of a large supply of
narcotics destined for the area of the
city where the undercover officers
are operating and gives it to the de-
partment press officer, who does
not know that it contains false infor-
mation. After local newspapers
print the press release, the under-
cover officers approach the subjects
of the investigation claiming they
need a new supplier. This approach
succeeds, and the subjects eventu-
ally are arrested after passing nar-
cotics to the undercover officers.

Clearly, the individuals in-
volved in deciding to lie to the press

made a choice to present false infor-
mation because of a belief that the
use of deception prevented a greater
evil than the lie (i.e., narcotics sup-
pliers being apprehended). This re-
mains a moral and ethical choice.
Individuals, including law enforce-
ment officials, make such choices
frequently. Most individuals will lie
to protect another’s feelings, to get
someone else to do or feel as de-
sired, or even to avoid embarrass-
ment to themselves. Consciously or
subconsciously, this decision to lie
always comes down to a moral
balancing of the consequences
involved.

Moreover, law enforcement of-
ficers often use deception as a part
of their duties in conducting crimi-
nal investigations. Informants, un-
dercover operations, and stings
serve as just a few examples. While
some ethics scholars and research-
ers question whether such practices
by government entities are ethical,
most accept them as morally
permissible as long as they are

conducted within certain legal pa-
rameters such as the restrictions on
entrapment.4

The common deceptive prac-
tices employed by law enforcement
officials primarily involve deceiv-
ing individuals who they have iden-
tified as being involved in criminal
activities. The officials must de-
velop information and evidence not
readily available from other sources
but necessary to successfully pros-
ecute a criminal case. Some argue
that the ethical justification for such
practices far outweighs any nega-
tive effect of the deception by the
positive results surrounding the
identification and successful pros-
ecution of a criminal who would
otherwise evade detection and pros-
ecution. However, other ethical is-
sues arise when the target of the
deception becomes the news media,
as opposed to a suspected criminal.

Ethical Obligations
The first ethical issue concerns

the fact that the ultimate “victim” of

“

”

Law enforcement
administrators must

think about more than
just law enforcement
objectives in deciding

whether to use
deception involving

the media.

Special Agent Brooks teaches
ethics at the FBI Academy.
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the deception is the general public
who receives the false information
from the media. Because law en-
forcement serves the general public,
a question arises whether law en-
forcement officials have ethical ob-
ligations to present only truthful in-
formation to the public. Some
accept “no comment” as a morally
sound response when law enforce-
ment officials have information that
they cannot or should not share with
the general public. Where public
disclosure laws exist, the courts can
decide whether to force law en-
forcement to provide information to
the news media. But some scholars
believe that a “no comment” re-
sponse and a disagreement concern-
ing the applicability of laws techni-
cally are not lies. While a suspected
criminal may not always have a
right to expect truthfulness from
law enforcement, citizens should
have a right to expect the truth from
public officials, including law en-
forcement officials, at all times.
Some officials question whether
they should ever ethically ignore
that right.

A second ethical issue revolves
around the reason law enforcement
officials use deception with the
news media. While law enforce-
ment officials practice deception
with suspected criminals to gather
information for presentation to ap-
propriate prosecutorial or judicial
authorities, they also may need to
get false information into the public
arena in order to elicit some action
from these suspects. For example,
in a case where a criminal is un-
known, the false information can
cause the offender to be identified.5

Because media attention on

high-profile cases can hinder pro-
fessional and thorough investiga-
tions, some law enforcement offi-
cials may attempt to divert media
attention from such sensitive inci-
dents. Yet other law enforcement
administrators may desire to dis-
courage media attention from mat-
ters which prove an embarrassment
to another official or their agency.
However, a question arises whether
these reasons prove ethically suffi-
cient to legitimately deceive the
media.

the publicity essence of the public-
ity requirement. Therefore, before
individuals can morally and ethi-
cally justify deception, they must be
willing to publicly justify the deci-
sion to deceive. Police officials who
engage in the common forms of law
enforcement deception generally do
not find it difficult to meet this re-
quirement. For example, no law en-
forcement official would hesitate to
publicly defend a decision to con-
duct an undercover operation de-
signed to gather evidence against
organized crime figures. In fact, this
defense occurs routinely during
criminal trials.

Law enforcement officials con-
templating intentionally deceiving
the media should ask similar ques-
tions—if the official would be will-
ing to publicly explain why the de-
ception was used, and if they are
willing to accept any consequences
of the public disclosure. The deci-
sion to lie to the media remains, in
effect, a decision to lie to the gen-
eral public. Law enforcement offi-
cials should only consider such a
decision in the rarest of circum-
stances when some overriding pub-
lic safety issue forces the action.
The ethical requirement of publicity
becomes part of this equation when
a law enforcement officer considers
a lie to the public, as opposed to a
lie to the media, to avoid public
panic. If some morally overriding
reason, such as public safety,
obliges an official to lie, then it also
requires an explanation or apology
for the deception later, after the cri-
sis has passed. The possible conse-
quences of such an admission de-
serve consideration in the initial
decision.8

“The decision to lie
to the media

remains, in effect,
a decision to lie to
the general public.

”Ethical Justifications
In order to help law enforce-

ment officials resolve ethical dilem-
mas, they should look at some basic
principles. Ethics scholars often ar-
gue that in order to justify an act, the
actor must be willing to publicize
it—in other words, they must be
willing to justify the act publicly.6

Another theory proposes three
requirements an act must meet to
have integrity: “1) discerning what
is right and what is wrong; 2) acting
on what you have discerned, even at
personal cost; and 3) saying openly
that you are acting on your under-
standing of right and wrong.”7 This
third step, acting openly, constitutes
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Ethical Restraints
Compared to those legitimate

instances when law enforcement of-
ficials must intentionally deceive
the media, it becomes clear that no
ethical justification exists for those
officials who lie to avoid embar-
rassment to another official or their
agency. No official who does so
would publicly defend such a deci-
sion later, and may even go to great
lengths to avoid the deception ever
becoming public knowledge.

Likewise, it becomes difficult
to imagine law enforcement offi-
cials desiring to publicly explain
why they decided to deceive the
media in order to divert their inter-
est in a pending investigation. Such
an action would threaten the First
Amendment because public offi-
cials would thwart a legitimate
press inquiry. Officials should only
use such a justification in the most
serious public safety issues, and
even in those instances, they may
consider an appeal to the media to
delay a story. The events prior to the
apprehension of the Unabomber
serve as an example of responsible
media outlets heeding such requests
in the interest of public safety.

The final rationale for inten-
tional deception of the media is a
desire to expand a pending investi-
gation by distributing false infor-
mation to a suspect. While practical
issues may force an official to de-
cide that such deception may not be
in the best interest of the law en-
forcement mission, no basic ethical
principles exist that would abso-
lutely prohibit such an act. As long
as the official remains reason-
ably willing to publicly defend
such a decision, the ethical issues

justifying this type of deception are
the same as those for more tradi-
tional forms of law enforcement
deception.

The Consequences
of the Decision to Lie

Law enforcement officials
should weigh the consequences of
the decision to use deception. The
result that the deception might have
on the credibility of the law en-
forcement organization with the
media and the public represents a
significant consequence that offi-
cials must consider. Citizens, unlike
suspected criminals in certain situa-
tions, have a right to expect the truth
from public officials. Officials
should view this right as more than
a minor consideration in the balanc-
ing of consequences. In some situa-
tions, the consequences could prove
significant enough that the adminis-
trator may decide not to use the de-
ception. However, no one can co-
herently argue that this right
remains absolute for all times and
circumstances.

In those cases where the official
decides that all of the positive con-
sequences of deception outweigh
all of the negative consequences,
the official must then publicize the
deception after the fact. Even if
criminal court proceedings do not
force the official to publicize the
deception, the official still has an
ethical obligation to do so. The offi-
cial must consider the likely conse-
quences of this public disclosure in
the decision process.

Conclusion
Law enforcement administra-

tors must think about more than just
law enforcement objectives in de-
ciding whether to use deception in-
volving the media. The practical
and ethical considerations of such a
decision extend beyond any one in-
vestigation. In considering the ac-
tions of the administrator illustrated
in the narcotics undercover investi-
gation, the ethical dilemma poses
a significant problem. If the ad-
ministrator does not publicize the
media deception once the case has

© Mark Ide
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igital imaging technologies have been used
in a variety of scientific fields for decades,

Request for Assistance

concluded, most ethics scholars
would say that the deception was
not ethical. If the administrator does
publicize the deception, the media
will likely condemn the deception
and will certainly be less trusting of
the next press release issued from
the department. Either way, admin-
istrators pay a price—ethics or
credibility. Law enforcement ad-
ministrators should explore ways of
handling these ethical dilemmas
in a way that keeps the cost to a
minimum.

Endnotes
1 The Ethical Principals of the American

Society of Newspaper Editors, Article IV,
provides in part, “Every effort must be made to
insure the news content is accurate. . . .”
Similar provisions appear in the Associated
Press Managing Editors Code of Ethics and
The Society of Professional Journalists Sigma
Delta Chi Code of Ethics.

2 The Federal Bureau of Investigation does
not advocate the intentional deception of the
news media.

3 Edwin J. Delattre, Character and Cops
Ethics in Policing Third Edition, (Washington:
The AEI Press, 1996), 162.

4 For a discussion of the general ethical
issues surrounding the use of deception by law
enforcement, see Jerome H. Slotnick,

“Deception by Police” Criminal Justice Ethics,
Vol. 1, Number 2, Summer/Fall 1982, 40-54;
Delattre, Ibid, 160-173; and John Kleinig, The
Ethics of Policing, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1996), Chapter 7.

5 In 1990, Clay County, Arkansas, Sheriff
Darvin Stowe gave media outlets a false story
that an attorney had been assaulted in order to
deceive a suspect into believing that the assault
had been performed pursuant to a payment by
the suspect to an undercover officer. Law and
Order, Vol. 39 No. 1, January 1991, 4.

6 Sissela Bok, Lying, Moral Choice in
Public and Private Life, (New York: Vintage,
1989) 92.

7 Stephen L. Carter, Integrity, (New York:
HarperCollins, 1997), 7.

8 Supra note 3, 165.

Developing Law Enforcement Photography Guidelines

D
but their application within the criminal justice
system is relatively recent. Therefore, there is a
need to gather and disseminate accurate informa-
tion regarding the proper application of these and
other imaging technologies throughout the crim-
inal justice system. In 1997, the FBI Laboratory
formed a group now identified as the “Scientific
Working Group on Imaging Technologies”
(SWGIT), to address that need.

The group includes approximately 25 repre-
sentatives from law enforcement agencies at the
federal, state, and local levels, as well as imaging
scientists from academia. They have recently
completed a preliminary set of general guidelines
and recommendations relating to the use of
various imaging technologies by law enforcement
professionals. This draft document is titled:
“Definitions and Guidelines for the Use of
Imaging Technologies in the Criminal Justice
System.” While this first document addresses law

enforcement imaging applications in the most
general of terms, subsequent documents will
focus on different applications such as crime
scene photography and surveillance photography.

The purpose of this notice is to request your
assistance in the development of these guidelines.
This document is available for review on the
Internet via the FBI home page as part of the FBI
Laboratory’s electronic journal “Forensic Science
Communications.” To view the document there,
access the FBI home page at www.fbi.gov, click
on Science and Technology, and select Forensic
Science Communications. Individuals with access
to Law Enforcement On-line (LEO) can also find
this document via links at the SWGIT special
interest group location.

If you are interested in responding, please do
so prior to June 1, 1999. Instructions for submit-
ting comments are included with the document.
The SWGIT will incorporate the responses
generated by this draft prior to issuing a final
version of this document.
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Legal Digest

atrick Knowles was stopped
for speeding by a police of-
ficer in Newton, Iowa. The

Search Incident to Arrest
Another Look
By THOMAS D. COLBRIDGE, J.D.

and pot pipe as fruits of an unconsti-
tutional search. His motion was de-
nied by the trial court, and he was
convicted. Knowles appealed. His
appeal set in motion a review pro-
cess culminating in arguments be-
fore the U.S. Supreme Court regard-
ing the scope of police authority to
search someone incident to arrest.
The Supreme Court recently deliv-
ered its unanimous opinion on the
matter.2 This article reviews the de-
velopment of federal constitutional
law regarding search incident to

arrest, including Iowa’s interpreta-
tion of an officer’s authority to
search incident to arrest that led to
the Supreme Court’s review of the
issue.

SEARCH AND SEIZURE
FOURTH AMENDMENT
BASICS

The Fourth Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution prohibits unrea-
sonable searches and seizures by
government agents.3 The Supreme
Court has defined a search as a

P
officer issued Knowles a citation,
although he had the option under
Iowa law to arrest him. The officer
then conducted a thorough search of
Knowles’ car. He found a bag of
marijuana and a “pot pipe.”
Knowles was arrested and charged
under Iowa’s controlled substances
statutes.1

Prior to his trial, Knowles
moved to suppress the marijuana

© Mark Ide
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government infringement into a
person’s reasonable expectation of
privacy.4 A reasonable expectation
of privacy exists when a person ac-
tually believes that his activity will
be private and that belief is reason-
able; or in other words, when the
person’s subjective expectation of
privacy is objectively reasonable.5

The Fourth Amendment pro-
hibits only unreasonable searches
by the government. What makes
some searches reasonable and oth-
ers unreasonable? The Supreme
Court’s answer is simple: any gov-
ernment search conducted without a
search warrant is per se unreason-
able, unless the government can
justify its search as one judicially
excepted from this warrant require-
ment.6 This rule arises from the Su-
preme Court’s preference that the
existence of probable cause to
search be determined by a neutral
third party, the magistrate, rather
than the police officer.7

However, not all searches can
or should be subject to this warrant
requirement. Consequently, the Su-
preme Court has recognized some

exceptions: consent searches;8

emergency searches;9 motor vehicle
searches;10 inventory searches;11

and searches incident to arrest.12

The search incident to arrest excep-
tion to the warrant requirement is
the issue in the Knowles v. Iowa
case.13

THE HISTORY OF SEARCH
INCIDENT TO ARREST

American courts have long rec-
ognized a police officer’s authority
to search individuals without a war-
rant incident to their arrest. In the
1867 case of Closson v. Morrison14

the New Hampshire Supreme Court
cited an even older Vermont case15

for the proposition that an officer is
authorized to search a person with-
out a warrant for weapons and
means of escape incident to arrest.
In 1914, the U.S. Supreme Court
recognized the same authority.
While discussing the government’s
argument in the case before it, the
Court said:

“It is not an assertion of the
right on the part of the govern-
ment, always recognized under

English and American law, to
search the person of the
accused when legally arrested,
to discover and seize the fruits
or evidences of crime. This
right has been uniformly
maintained in many cases.”16

However, a warrantless search
incident to arrest may only be con-
ducted if the arrest itself is lawful.17

That means that the arrest is based
upon probable cause to believe the
person arrested committed a
crime,18 and is accomplished with-
out violating the Fourth Amend-
ment. The Fourth Amendment re-
quires, absent consent or an
emergency, that police have at least
an arrest warrant and probable
cause to believe a subject is inside
someone’s home, before they may
enter it to arrest that individual.19

The Amendment also requires a
search warrant naming the arrestee
as the object of the search, before
they may enter a third party’s home,
absent consent or an emergency, to
arrest a wanted person.20

The right of an officer to search
incident to an arrest is not limited
to situations where weapons or
evidence of the crime are likely
to be found. In United States v.
Robinson,21 the Supreme Court
made it clear that the authority to
conduct the warrantless search inci-
dent to arrest does not depend on
“what a court may later decide was
the probability...that weapons or
evidence would, in fact, be
found....”22 The Court reasoned that
since a probable cause arrest is
a reasonable Fourth Amendment
intrusion, a search incident to that
arrest “requires no additional
justification.”23

“

”

Mere probable
cause to arrest, or

the citation process
alone, are not

sufficient to justify
the [warrantless]

search.

Special Agent Colbridge is a legal
instructor at the FBI Academy.
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The Scope of Search
Incident to Arrest

While the authority to conduct
a warrantless search incident to ar-
rest has a long history, the issue of
where the officer is permitted to
search has been a matter of much
debate. The officer clearly is en-
titled to search the body of a pris-
oner, as well as items such as a
wallet or purse that are immediately
associated with the arrestee.24 This
warrantless search of the person fol-
lowing an arrest was explicitly au-
thorized in several state cases dur-
ing the 19th century,25 as well as
virtually all of the U.S. Supreme
Court cases dealing with the issue.26

An arresting officer is also au-
thorized to conduct an area search
when arresting someone. The size
of this area search has changed over
the years. In 1925, the Supreme
Court described the area search this
way:

“When a man is legally
arrested for an offense, what-
ever is found upon his person
or in his control which it is
unlawful for him to have and
which may be used to prove
the offense may be seized
and held as evidence in the
prosecution.”27

Shortly thereafter, the Court ex-
panded the concept of the area “in
his control” to “the place where the
arrest is made....”28 The broadest
scope of this area search was ex-
pressed in Harris v. United States,29

decided in 1947, and United States
v. Rabinowitz30 decided in 1950. In
Harris, officers arrested the defen-
dant in the living room of his four
room apartment and proceeded to
search the entire apartment.

evidence that was used at his trial
over his objection. He was con-
victed and appealed. The Supreme
Court decided that the officers had
conducted an unconstitutional
search. The Court said that the war-
rantless search incident to arrest
should be limited to a search of the
person arrested, as well as “the area
into which an arrestee might reach
in order to grab a weapon or eviden-
tiary items....”32 The Court ex-
pressly overruled the expansive
definition of the “area within the
control” of the arrestee used in the
Harris and Rabinowitz cases, and
limited the area search to wherever

the arrestee “might gain posses-
sion of a weapon or destructible
evidence.”33

In cases since Chimel, the Su-
preme Court has further defined this
area search incident to arrest. When
an officer arrests an occupant of an
automobile, the interior passenger
compartment of that automobile
may be searched incident to arrest
as well as any open or closed con-
tainers found inside.34 In 1990, the
Supreme Court expanded the area
search incident to an arrest inside a
building to include a search of im-
mediately adjoining areas for
people posing a threat to the arrest-
ing officers.35

The area within the arrestee’s
immediate control is defined as of
the time of arrest, not the time of the
search.36 Defendants often argue
that once they have been moved
from the scene of the actual arrest,
police no longer have the authority
to search that area since it is no
longer within the arrestee’s control.
The Supreme Court and federal
circuit courts have rejected this
argument.37

The Timing of Search
Incident to Arrest

When must the search incident
to arrest be conducted? Clearly, the
search must occur incident to the
arrest, but the actual timing is no
precise matter. Searches occurring
before formal arrest are incident to
the arrest so long as probable cause
to arrest existed prior to the
search.38

The timing of the search inci-
dent to arrest varies according
to what is being searched. If the
officer is searching the person,

“The area within the
arrestee’s immediate
control is defined as
of the time of arrest,
not the time of the

search.

”

Rabinowitz was arrested in his one
room office and arresting officers
then searched the office desk, safe,
and file cabinets for an hour and a
half. The Supreme Court approved
both searches as incident to arrest.

The expansion of the area
search incident to arrest abruptly
ended in 1969 with the case of
Chimel v. California.31 Chimel was
arrested in his home for burglary.
Incident to that arrest, officers
searched his entire three-bedroom
home, including the attic, garage,
and small workshop. They seized
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clothing, or personal effects of the
arrestee, the search is likely to be
upheld even if done hours after the
arrest.39 This permissible time
frame is not limitless, however.
While the justification for the
search will last for a reasonable
time after the item is seized by
police, there cannot be indefinite
delay.40

The courts are not as flexible,
however, when reviewing area
searches of automobiles or rooms
incident to arrest. Those searches
must be “contemporaneous with”
the arrest.41 One court has stated
that such area searches must be con-
ducted “at about the same time as
the arrest.”42 It does not matter that
the arrestee has been removed from
the area so long as the search is
restricted to the area within his
immediate control at the time of
the arrest, and events occurring
after the arrest but before the
search do not render the search
unreasonable.43

The timing of a lawful search
incident to arrest must be judged
with an eye toward the realities of
law enforcement. As the court said
in United States v. Nelson:44

“...[police officers] need not
reorder the sequence of their
conduct during arrest simply to
satisfy an artificial rule that
would link the validity of the
search to the duration of the
risks. Pragmatic necessity
requires that we uphold the
validity and reasonableness
of the search incident to arrest
if the search is part of the
specific law enforcement
operation during which the
search occurs.”

arrest.46 The Supreme Court has
specifically rejected attempts to
limit searches incident to arrest only
to evidence of the crime for which
the arrest was made.47

IOWA’S SEARCH INCIDENT
TO CITATION LAW

The issue before the Supreme
Court in Knowles v. Iowa48 was
Iowa’s expansion of the warrantless
search incident to arrest to the war-
rantless search incident to a cita-
tion. Iowa has a law that permits its
police officers to immediately ar-
rest traffic violators and take them
to a magistrate.49 State law also per-
mits Iowa officers to issue a citation
in lieu of arrest if the person would
be eligible for bail.50 Iowa law also

provided that the issuance of the
citation in lieu of an arrest did not
“affect the officer’s authority to
conduct an otherwise lawful
search.”51 The Iowa Supreme Court
interpreted this statutory scheme as
authorization for its police officers
to conduct a search, having the
same scope as the search incident to
arrest recognized by the federal
Constitution, whenever officers
have probable cause to arrest, but
choose, instead of arresting the vio-
lator, to issue a citation.52 The Iowa
Supreme Court reasoned that the
search incident to arrest authority is
triggered not by the physical act of
the arrest, but by the establishment
of probable cause to make the ar-
rest.53 In Iowa, then, when a police
officer chose to issue a citation in
lieu of arrest, he was authorized to
conduct a search since he had the
requisite probable cause to arrest. It
was this theory of the search inci-
dent to citation that the Iowa courts
used to sustain the search of
Knowles’ vehicle.

THE KNOWLES’ CASE

The facts in the case of Knowles
v. Iowa are simple. When the police
officer stopped Knowles, he had
probable cause to believe Knowles
had violated traffic laws. He could
have arrested Knowles for that vio-
lation, but chose instead to issue a
citation. The officer searched
Knowles’ car based solely upon
Iowa’s statutory search incident to a
citation exception to the warrant re-
quirement; he had neither consent
nor probable cause to conduct the
search. In arguments on the motion
to suppress, Knowles argued that
Iowa’s search incident to citation

“The Supreme Court
ruled Iowa’s search
incident to citation

exception to the
Fourth Amendment

unconstitutional.

”

The Object of Search
Incident to Arrest

What is an arresting officer per-
mitted to look for during a search
incident to arrest? Courts have long
agreed that arresting officers may
search the arrestee and the immedi-
ate area for weapons of any kind
and for any object that could aid the
arrestee’s escape.45 Evidence of
crime—any crime— is also a legiti-
mate object of the search incident to
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theory violated the Fourth Amend-
ment of the federal Constitution,
which requires that a person be ar-
rested before a search incident to
arrest may occur. The state argued
that the search was justified solely
by the officer’s probable cause
to arrest Knowles for the traffic
infraction.

In an unanimous decision, the
U.S. Supreme Court agreed with
Knowles. Citing United States v.
Robinson,54 the Court noted two
historical rationales for the search
incident to arrest—disarming the
subject and preserving evidence for
trial. Regarding the first rationale,
officer safety, the Court believed
there is less danger to an officer
issuing a citation than to an officer
making a custodial arrest. In the
Court’s view, a person receiving a
citation is less likely to be hostile
than one being arrested. In addition,
there is less contact between officer
and citizen in the citation situation,
exposing the officer to less danger.

Regarding the second rationale,
preventing the destruction of evi-
dence, the Court said that in this
case there was little likelihood that
the officer would have found addi-
tional evidence of the speeding of-
fense. The state of Iowa argued that
anyone who is stopped for a traffic
violation may destroy evidence of
other crimes, but the Supreme Court
simply said the possibility that an
officer would stumble onto such
evidence of other crimes during a
traffic stop “seems remote.”55

The Supreme Court ruled
Iowa’s search incident to citation
exception to the Fourth Amend-
ment unconstitutional. It concluded
that the search incident to arrest ex-
ception to the Fourth Amendment is

THE VEHICLE EXCEPTION
UNAFFECTED BY KNOWLES

The Knowles opinion had no
impact upon the long recognized
vehicle exception to the Fourth
Amendment warrant requirement.
The vehicle exception permits an
officer to search a motor vehicle
without a search warrant when he
has probable cause to believe evi-
dence or contraband will be found
inside.56 The scope of this warrant-
less search is the same as a search
warrant would authorize.57

The parties in the Knowles case
all agreed that the officer who con-
ducted the search had no probable
cause to believe there was evidence
or contraband in Knowles’ car, and
that the officer was relying entirely
upon statutory authorization to con-
duct the search.58 Consequently, the

motor vehicle exception was never
an issue before any court during the
life of this case. The motor vehicle
exception is alive and well in
American jurisprudence.

CONCLUSION
The Supreme Court has recog-

nized a police officer’s authority to
conduct a warrantless search inci-
dent to a lawful custodial arrest.
The scope of the search includes the
person of the arrestee, personal
items in his possession, the area into
which the arrestee could reach at
the time of arrest to retrieve a
weapon, any means of escape, or
destructible evidence, as well as a
search of immediately adjoining ar-
eas for people posing a threat. The
timing of the search of the person
and personal items is fairly flexible;
the area searches should be contem-
poraneous with the arrest. The ob-
jects of the search incident to arrest
are weapons, any means of escape,
and evidence of any crime the ar-
restee could destroy. This authority
is predicated upon the dual con-
cerns of officer safety and preserva-
tion of evidence for trial.

In Knowles v. Iowa, the Su-
preme Court emphasized that the
warrantless search incident to arrest
is triggered only by a lawful custo-
dial arrest. Mere probable cause to
arrest, or the citation process alone,
are not sufficient to justify the
search. This decision is consistent
with the Court’s long-held position
that any police search should be
conducted with a warrant, autho-
rized by a neutral and detached
magistrate, unless the officer can
justify the search under a recog-
nized exception to the rule.59 Be-
cause the Supreme Court favors the

a bright-line rule, justified only by a
lawful, full custodial arrest, and
based upon a concern for officer
safety and for the loss of evidence.
It refused Iowa’s invitation to ex-
tend the bright-line rule to a situa-
tion where, in its opinion, neither
concern exists.

© Mark Ide



Law enforcement officers of other than
federal jurisdiction who are interested in
this article should consult their legal
advisors.  Some police procedures ruled
permissible under federal constitutional law
are of questionable legality under state law
or are not permitted at all.
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The Bulletin Notes

Law enforcement officers are challenged daily in the performance of their duties; they face each
challenge freely and unselfishly while answering the call to duty.  In certain instances, their actions
warrant special attention from their respective departments.  The Bulletin also wants to recognize
their exemplary service to the law enforcement profession.

Officer Octaveious Miles of the Detroit, Michigan, Police Department
received a radio broadcast concerning the pursuit of a stolen vehicle. Because he
was nearby, Officer Miles proceeded to the location and observed the speeding
vehicle approach an intersection where a group of schoolchildren were crossing
the street. As he realized that the vehicle was not going to stop, Officer Miles
pulled his patrol car into its path. The speeding vehicle slammed into the cruiser.
All the children were unharmed, but Officer Miles had to be pried from his
patrol unit. He was treated for his injuries at a local hospital and released. Other
officers arrested the driver at the scene. Without regard for his own safety,
Officer Miles placed himself in harms way to save the schoolchildren from
certain injury or death.Officer Miles

Officer Struve

Officer Michael Struve of the Wyoming, Michigan, Police Department was
off duty at a local water park when his daughters told him that they saw a young
male on the bottom of the pool. Officer Struve found the male submerged in
about 6 feet of water, pulled him out of the pool, and began resuscitative efforts.
As this victim began breathing, Officer Struve’s son told him that another young
male was lying on the bottom of the pool. Officer Struve alerted life guards who
rescued the second victim. Both young men survived due to the prompt actions
of Officer Struve and his children.

Investigator Ward

During the early morning, while driving on an interstate, off-duty Patrol
Investigator James Ward of the Lakewood, Ohio, Police Department came upon
an automobile accident. Smoke was coming from the vehicle, which had struck
a center guard rail after the driver apparently had fallen asleep. Investigator
Ward and another passing motorist rescued the driver moments before the car
burst into flames. Despite the high-speed traffic and dark conditions, Investiga-
tor Ward carried the victim to safety on the side of the highway and adminis-
tered first aid until emergency services arrived. Investigator Ward’s unselfish
and courageous actions saved the driver’s life.


